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Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 1 - 5 Line Skate Balance/Agility
Lesson 1- Players are put into 5 lines and will go back and 
forth to the cone following the coaches lead. Other 
coaches each help with a line to make sure they are 
following the details and skill.

20 min Balance / Agility / Stick Handling 

2 foot sitting squat glide
2 foot jump each line
1 foot squat glide
1 foot jumps
2 feet Slalom edges
1 foot Slalom edges
180 jumps / 360 jumps each line
Down on knees or belly and up add spins
In in out latter drill agility 

Water Break and back to 5 lines.

Add pucks stick handling 
Euro Shuffle with puck
Far reach side to side stick handling
Down each side stick handling 
Around the house stick handling
Down and up knees each line with puck
Turns with puck each line
Transition each line with pucks

Notes
Goalies Follow Lesson 1 - 20 min

Stance Fundamentals and skating 
C cuts forward/ backward, stops forward/backward
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Lesson 1 - Stickhandling  Stations
Lesson 1 - Split players into 4 groups. If possible North End 
skaters are the strongest half of each team and South End 
the weakest half of each team. Each of the two stations is 
10 minutes and then switch. Note that these drills are the 
Combine test set up for Rep Tryouts. 

10 min. Station 1- Agility Weave. Players with puck go 
around the far cone and then weave through the 4 cones 
down and all the way back up and out into a shooting 
position on the goalie. Add a pass with coach at end. Add 
dekes. Add shooting skills. 

10 min. Station 2- Transition Agility. Players with the puck 
go forward to first cone and then transition to backward 
repeating movements each side. Lastly player goes to blue 
line with 2 foot stop before going in on goalie shot. 

Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 1 - Small Area Games
Lesson 1 - SAG. Split teams into strongest and weakest to 
match the other teams strongest and weakest players for 
even game play. Rotate games after 10 minutes. 

Game 1 - Triangle passing 1 v 1 or 2 v 2. One team of 
players are passers on the face off dots while the other 
team of players is on the other face off dots. The players in 
the middle are allowed to move around to score and can 
use their passing player options anytime. Rotate players 
regularly. 

Game 2 - Activator 3 v 3. Coach dumps puck in and 3 
players from each team compete for pucks. Players must 
pass to a coach before scoring. Change it around by 
creating rules like sauce pass only, backhand pass only, 
any other creative skill your working on. Make it new with a 
1 v 1 or 2 v 2. 


